This paper proposes a novel robust output feedback control methodology for the course keeping control of a fully submerged hydrofoil vessel. Based on a sampled-data iterative learning strategy, an iterative learning observer is established for the estimation of system states and the generalized disturbances. With the state observer, a feedback linearized iterative sliding mode controller is designed for the stabilization of the lateral dynamics of the fully submerged hydrofoil vessel. The stability of the overall closedloop system is analyzed based on Lyapunov stability theory. Comparative simulation results verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme and show the dominance of the disturbance rejection performance.
Introduction
As an advanced marine vehicle, the fully submerged hydrofoil vessel (FSHV) can cruise at a high speed against rough sea waves. The lift force of the hydrofoils generated by the high-speed fluid elevates the ship hull up from the water, which highly reduces the wave resistance and friction on the ship. However, the lift force also destabilizes the open-loop system of the FSHV. Therefore, it is necessary to equip an autopilot for this type of marine vehicles [1] [2] [3] . Currently, the commercial control systems equipped on board are based on optimal control theory [4] , which has a weak disturbance rejection property. For the sake of the high cruising speed, the nonlinear hydrodynamic damping of the FSHV cannot be neglected [5, 6] . Therefore, the widely used linear model of marine surface vessels is no longer applicable given the strong coupling between yaw and roll dynamics. Moreover, the model uncertainties and disturbances caused by wind, waves, and currents prevent precise steering of this species of marine vehicle.
The path of marine surface vehicles is usually a straight line or straight lines formed by waypoints at the open sea. Hence, there is little coupling between the longitudinal dynamics and the lateral dynamics. Some literatures present the riding control design of the FSHV [4, 7] . This paper mainly focuses on the steering control of the FSHV.
For the nonlinear steering control of marine vessels, a series of control methodologies have been proposed, such as advanced sliding mode control [8] [9] [10] , robust control [11, 12] , and adaptive control [13, 14] . But these passive disturbance attenuation control methods may suffer from actuator chattering, system conservation, derivative explosion, and rigorous proof for stability. Intelligent approximation tools such as neural network, fuzzy logic, and SVM are introduced as feedforward components for state estimate and disturbance compensation, but the convergence rate of weight function and the problem of extremum solving still remain to be settled [6, 12] .
Disturbance rejection control is also widely used in applications of rigid body dynamics and servo systems [15] [16] [17] . Disturbance observer based control (DOBC) approaches provide an active way to handle disturbances and improve the robustness of the closed-loop systems. The effectiveness of DOBC has been shown in many fields such as manipulator tracking control [18] , missile guidance and control [19] [20] [21] , and motor control [22, 23] . However, traditional DOB methodology cannot be used in nonlinear dynamics due to the limitation of linear system theory, and the low pass filter 2 Mathematical Problems in Engineering must be designed strictly such that the convergence of the disturbance estimate can be guaranteed [16] .
Most of the methodologies for motion control of marine vehicles in the existing literatures employ full-state feedback. In many practical applications, only angle signals can be measured and utilized [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] since the sensor information of angle velocity usually contains irregular noises caused by the environment and properties of electric components, which are difficult to filter [5, 33] . Therefore, it is necessary to design a state observer to make state estimation for the system. State observer based control schemes have been developed for many species of nonlinear systems such as nonlinear time-delay systems [34, 35] , Lipschitz nonlinear systems [24, 26, 36] , and other structured systems [15, 27, 28] . According to the design theory, state observers can be classified, for example, as Luenberger observer [29, 36] , highgain observer [30] , and sliding mode observer [31, 32] . For nonlinear systems with model uncertainties and external disturbances, there are the following disadvantages of these above-mentioned state observers.
(1) In most control engineering applications, the system structures do not match these observers very well, so the observers require complicated coordinated transformations.
(2) Many state observer methodologies are designed for SISO systems, but the practicality and stability of these methodologies for MIMO systems still need to be further discussed.
(3) Most of these observers estimate only the system states, while the disturbance estimate could not be overall considered.
The course keeping control of the FSHV suffers severely from model uncertainties and wave disturbances. Therefore, it is of great necessity to design an observer which is able to estimate system states as well as the generalized disturbances integratedly. Furthermore, in order to guarantee the disturbance rejection performance of the control scheme, the feedback controller of the inner loop should also achieve disturbance attenuation properties, such that the residual error of the disturbance estimate can be compensated through a composite strategy.
In this paper, a novel output feedback control methodology is proposed for the course keeping control of the FSHV based on a sampled-data iterative learning approach. An iterative learning observer is established for the state estimation as well as generalized disturbances. Then a sliding model controller with an iterative learning sliding manifold is presented for the stabilization of the lateral dynamics of the FSHV. The design of the iterative sliding surface introduces a memory effect for the controller, which includes both the current and past information of the system states and outperforms the standard sliding mode control in the improvement of the transient performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical model of the lateral dynamics of the FSHV is established. In Section 3, an observer based sliding mode control is proposed based on iterative learning approach. Then we analyze the Lyapunov stability of the overall closed-loop system in Section 4. Simulation is carried out in Section 5 to validate the effectiveness of the proposed methodology, followed by Conclusions in Section 6.
Problem Formulation
A typical configuration of a fully submerged hydrofoil vessel is shown in Figure 1 [4] . The T-shaped bow foil is equipped with two controlled flaps, acting together. The aft foil has a pair of central flaps and two pairs of ailerons. Struts of the aft foil are equipped with rudders, which are used for roll and yaw dynamics together with the ailerons. The bow foil and the central part of the aft foil are for longitudinal motion control.
Course keeping control, or so-called ship heading control, is the primary task of the autopilots of ships. The control objective of course keeping control is to stabilize the yaw angle to a desired heading angle. As to the course keeping control for conventional marine surface vessels, the roll dynamics is rarely considered due to the weakness of the control actuators for roll dynamics. The roll restoring moments provide static stability, which the FSHV does not have. Therefore, it is necessary to take the roll dynamics into consideration for the course keeping control design for the FSHV.
The surge speed is usually controlled by an individual propulsion system and is kept at a fixed speed 0 when a ship is maneuvered in the course keeping mode. Accordingly, a 2-DOF steering model of the FSHV is shown aṡ = ( ) ] represents the nonlinear damping, respectively. , , , , and , , , are the hydrodynamic coefficients. In the low-speed mode, the high-order terms and coupling interactions among the forces from each DOF are not considered. Therefore,
is often regarded as a linear term and even cancelled in many literatures. However, given the high-speed character of the FSHV, the nonlinear damping hydrodynamics can no longer be neglected. ( ) represents the gravity term which is described as ( ) = [
, 0] , where = is the weight and is the transverse metacenter height [37] .
Mathematical Problems in Engineering = [ ] is the control moment coefficient matrix subjected to the control surface, and = [ , ] is the control input, where and represent the rudder angle and aileron angle of the hydrofoil system, respectively. As for the modeling of the FSHV, it is reasonable to select the origin point of the body-fixed frame at the center of gravity, thus yielding = = = 0. Considering the course keeping problem of the FSHV, the first equation in (1) can be simplified aṡ= . By defining 1 ≜ , 2 ≜ , the steering model of the FSHV can be regarded as a second-order system aṡ
where
If the model uncertainties are considered in the modeling and control of the FSHV, the following notations are introduced:
where subscript 0 denotes the nominal part of the corresponding matrix and the subscript Δ represents the perturbed part of the system dynamics. The yaw/roll dynamics of the FSHV with model uncertainties can be rewritten as follows:
+ is the generalized disturbances of the system.
Remark 1.
When ships sail at a fixed speed, (⋅), (⋅), (⋅), and (⋅) are linear matrices with constant element parameters, so 0 ( 1 , 2 ) is also a linear function, while 0 ( 1 , 2 ) represents the nonlinear damping of the coupling hydrodynamics of the FSHV.
Hence, the control objective is to design an observer based output feedback controller for the course keeping of the FSHV using an iterative learning approach. The control structure of the system is summarized in Figure 2 . For the subsequent analysis, the following assumptions are carried out for convenience.
Assumption 2 (see [25] [26] [27] [28] 37] ). The nonlinear function (⋅) is continuously differentiable and satisfies Lipschitz condition with Lipschitz constant ; that is,
Remark 3. For marine vehicle systems, the high-order coupling hydrodynamics is sufficiently smooth. Therefore, it is reasonable that the nonlinear function (⋅) satisfies Lipschitz condition.
Assumption 4.
The disturbance ( ) is bounded; namely, ‖ ( )‖ ≤ .
Output Feedback Control Design of the FSHV

Iterative Learning Observer Design.
In this section, an iterative learning observer (ILO) is established for estimation of system states as well as the disturbances. To facilitate the subsequent design, the system dynamics in (5) are rewritten into a generalized state space model aṡ
Based on (7), an ILO is designed aṡ
wherêis the estimation value of ,̂( ) is the estimation of system output at time , is the sampling time interval, is called ILO input, ( ) is the current ILO input and ( − ) is the ILO input at the last sampling period. and ( = 1, 2) are two gain matrices with appropriate dimensions to be determined.
Remark 5. It can be seen from (8) that if the gain matrix
1 is selected as a zero matrix, the ILO will degenerate into a conventional Luenberger observer. Therefore, zero matrix should be avoided for the gain tuning in order to maintain the capability of the estimation for the generalized disturbance.
Remark 6.
It is necessary to clarify that the ILO input ( ) proposed in (8) is not a discrete-time equation since the sampling time can be chosen as any value theoretically.
used in the control design in Part B also matches this instruction, which can be further indicated by the Lyapunov function in stability analysis.
Remark 7.
Compared with the conventional adaptive state observers, the proposed ILO has several advantages. It is able to estimate both system states and time-varying disturbance at the same time. Additionally, persistence of excitation (PE) is not required, which is necessary for the adaptive observers to update the estimation law online.
Subtracting (8) from (7) results in the estimation error dynamics aṡ (9) wherẽ≜ −̂is the estimate error.
The disturbance estimation error̃and an auxiliary variable are defined as follows:
and then it yields 
Proof. Define the following Lyapunov function candidate:
where is a positive definite symmetric matrix. Based on (9) and (12), differentiating 1 with respect to time yieldṡ
where and are positive constants and − = 1. Substituting (11) into (15), we can obtaiṅ
For any = > 0, there exists = > 0 satisfying the following Riccati equation:
Then it yieldṡ
By using the inequality in
It follows thaṫ
namely,
where = min ( ) − 2 max ( ) > 0. If 0 < ( + 2 ) 1 1 ≤ holds, the estimation error as well as the generalized disturbances is uniformly ultimately bounded (UUB) [38] .
Observer Based Iterative Sliding Mode Controller Design.
As to the controller design, an ILO based sliding mode controller is proposed for the output feedback course keeping control problem of the FSHV based on an iterative learning sliding surface. Before the controller design, we first make the following transformation.
By utilizing the feedback linearization method and replacing the system states with the estimated values, the system model in (2) can be rewritten aṡ
where is a virtual control variable defined as
Based on the proposed ILO, the estimate of ( ) can be obtained aŝ= . By usinĝas a feedforward compensator, the virtual control can be designed as = −̂. Then it yieldṡ
where is the residual error of̂and | | ≤ .
Based on (24), the iterative learning sliding mode controller can be designed as follows.
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Define a novel sliding surface with an iterative item in the following form:
where , ∈ 2×2 are sliding parameters to be designed.
Remark 9.
According to (25) , it is clear that if the time interval is chosen as = 0, the sliding surface will become =̂2 − ( + )̂1, which is actually a conventional linear sliding surface. Hence, the existence of implies the improvement of the dynamic performance of the iterative learning sliding surface. Let = 0, then it yieldṡ
Define the Lyapunov function 2 as
where Φ, are positive definite matrices. Differentiating 2 with respect to time yieldṡ
Substituting (26) into (28), we can obtaiṅ
Denote Λ ≜ [̂1 ( )̂1 ( − )] ; then (29) can be rewritten aṡ2
By appropriately tuning , , Φ, and , there exists a positive definite matrix Γ such that
Then it yieldṡ2
which indicates that the iterative learning sliding motion (25) is asymptotically stable. Therefore, once the system trajectory reaches the sliding surface, it can be kept at the sliding surface. Based on the proposed sliding surface, the control law can be designed as
where is a positive scalar.
Then the final control input is obtained as
Therefore, the iterative learning sliding mode controller for the course keeping of the FSHV in an output feedback scheme is implemented.
Stability Analysis
The closed-loop stability of the observer-controller structure of system (5) is analyzed in this part.
Theorem 10. Given the system model for the course keeping control of the FSHV in (5), with the ILO proposed in (8) and the feedback linearization based iterative learning sliding mode controller in (34), uniformly ultimate boundedness can be guaranteed for the closed-loop system at the equilibrium point.
Proof. The Lyapunov function of the closed-loop system is selected as
Differentiating 3 with respect to time, we can obtaiṅ
Based on the results of (21), (24), and (25), substituting the control law (34) into (36), we havė
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hold, the equilibrium point of system (5) is uniformly ultimately bounded.
Simulation
In this section, a mathematical model of a FSHV [2, 3] is applied to validate the performance of the proposed approach. The physical parameters of the FSHV are given in Table 1 . The nominal system model with norm-bounded perturbation items is used to simulate the model uncertainties; namely, Δ = + 0.15 ⋅ rand(−1, 1), where Δ is the parameter with perturbation and is the nominal model parameter of (1) . To simulate the wave disturbance, the Pierson-Moskowitz (PM) spectrum is selected as the standard wave energy spectrum [39] , which can be expressed as 1/3 , and 1/3 is the significant wave height [37] .
When a marine vessel is sailing in the open sea at a fixed speed, the encounter frequency is
where is the sailing speed and is the wave-to-course angle. So the wave energy spectrum related to the encounter frequency is
According to the strip theory and equivalent energy division method, the disturbance moments of the yaw and roll dynamics can be calculated.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed control scheme, the following control methodologies are demonstrated for comparison.
(1) Iterative learning observer based sliding mode controller (ILSMC): this is the observer based sliding mode control approach using iterative learning strategy proposed in the previous sections. In order to reduce the chattering phenomenon, a saturated function sat(⋅) is utilized instead of sgn(⋅). The control parameters are listed as follows: 
(2) Iterative learning observer with standard sliding mode controller (ILOSSMC): in this method, a standard sliding surface is used instead of the iterative learning sliding manifold to verify the advantage of the proposed control approach. In the ILOSSMC, = 0, and the other parameters are the same as the ILSMC. linearization approach. Based on this approach, a linear extended state observer (LESO) is designed to estimate system states as well as the generalized disturbances. The sliding mode controller design is similar to the ILOSSMC. The LESO is designed as follows:
where 1 is the system output,̂1,̂2 are the estimate values of 1 , 2 , and 3 is the extended state for the estimate of the generalized disturbances. The parameters of the LESO are selected as follows: 1 = 54, 2 = 189, and 3 = 3472.
The above control schemes are tested individually for the course keeping of the FSHV in two typical cases, namely, Case 1 (sea state 3, 1/3 = 1.5 m) and Case 2 (sea state 5, 1/3 = 3.8 m). Figures 3 and 4 show the stabilization of roll and yaw dynamics based on three control methods on the condition 1/3 = 1.5 m and 1/3 = 3.8 m, respectively.
The rudder angle and aileron angle of the two cases are presented in Figures 5 and 6. From Figures 3-6 , we can see that based on the online iterative optimization, the stabilization performance of the ILSMC is better than that of the LESOSSMC against wave disturbances, and the system consumption of the ILSMC does not increase. Comparing the ILSMC with the ILOSSMC, we can see that the iterative learning item in the sliding manifold (25) plays an important role in the system stabilization. Utilizing the learning item, the system control can be automatically regulated according to the tendency of the system trajectory, which decreases the conservation in control design.
As to the state estimate, Figures 7 and 8 show the real system state and the state estimate of the ILO and the LESO in Case 1, and Figures 9 and 10 present the system estimate in Case 2. It can be shown from Figures 7-10 that the estimate accuracy of the ILO is higher than that of the LESO. Because of the high-gain character of the LESO, the peak phenomenon will occur if the observer gain selected is too large, while this problem will not happen in the ILO. Because of the design of ( ) in the ILO, the estimating values can be updated dynamically according to the sample time , which enhances the state estimate precision for the system. In addition, ( ) can detect the generalized disturbances and compensate them in the feedforward loop. The comparison of the disturbance estimate between the ILO and the LESO is illustrated in Figure 11 (Case 1) and Figure 12 (Case 2). It is illustrated that with the increase of the disturbances, the gaps in disturbances observing of the two methods become which achieves a better disturbance rejection performance than the LESO. The root mean square errors (RMSE) of the above state observers are listed in Table 2 .
Conclusion
In this paper, an output feedback control scheme is investigated for the course keeping control of the fully submerged hydrofoil vessel based on an iterative learning strategy. An iterative learning observer is illustrated for the estimation of system states as well as the generalized disturbances. Then an iterative sliding model controller is established for the attitude stabilization of the fully submerged hydrofoil vessel. Based on the ILO, the disturbances can be estimated through the inner loop, and the iterative sliding mode controller attenuates the residual error of the estimated disturbances in the outer loop. Based on Lyapunov stability theory, uniformly ultimate boundedness of the overall closed-loop system is guaranteed. With the intervention of the iterative item, performance of the transient states can be improved for both state observer and controller. Comparative simulation results illustrate that the proposed approach achieves better estimate accuracy and disturbance rejection performance. The system conservation also decreases compared with conventional approaches. In future work, time-varying sampling time is to be considered based on the time scale and frequency characteristic of the system. And the control objective for the FSHV will extend to the kinematic level with goals such as path following and trajectory tracking.
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